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Abstract
Improving BCI user-training methods requires to understand the influence of user’s psychological traits and
states. To do so, recent studies have focused on user’s cognitive traits (e.g. attention or task-related abilities)
[1] and state (e.g. mood or anxiety) and their effect on MI-BCI performance [2, 1]. Learning how to use a
MI-BCI can be considered as a demanding task in term of cognitive resources [3]. According to the Cognitive
Load Theory, optimal learning occurs when the learning material requires a balanced amount of cognitive
workload for the user [4]. Assessing users’ cognitive workload during MI-BCI training might then help adapting
the amount of cognitive resources required by the task to users’ state evolution. Currently cognitive workload
in MI-BCI experimentations is mostly assessed with indirect and discrete subjective measures (e.g. NASA-TLX)
[5, 2, 6] and must be complemented with objective and continuous direct measurements.
We suggest a protocol in which users will, before the MI-BCI training, complete two different cognitive
tasks involving a high and low cognitive load. Meanwhile, EEG activity would be recorded and used to build a
classifier to assess in real-time the cognitive load level of users during training. The second part of the study
will compare, between subjects, traditional instructional design with one based on compatibility between the
feedback and the MI task (i.e. transparent mapping) [7]. This should improve the sense of agency [7], reduce
task-related cognitive load and, hopefully, allow users to learn faster than the control group.
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